
THIS INSTRUCTION BOOKLET CONTAINS IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION. PLEASE READ AND KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

Follow CostwayPlease give us a chance to make it right and do better！

Contact our friendly customer service department for help first. 

Replacements for missing or damaged parts will be shipped ASAP!

USER’S MANUAL
Sofa Bed
HW68469



Contact Us!
Do NOT return this item. 

Contact our friendly customer service department for help first. 

E-mail
 US: cs.us@costway.com

 UK: cs.uk@costway.com

Before You StartBefore You Start
Please read all instructions carefully.

Retain instructions for future reference.

Separate and count all parts and hardware.

Read through each step carefully and follow the proper order.

We recommend that, where possible, all items are assembled near to the 

area in which they will be placed in use, to avoid moving the product 

unnecessarily once assembled.

Always place the product on a flat, steady and stable surface.

Keep all small parts and packaging materials for this product away from 

babies and children as they potentially pose a serious choking hazard.
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

 WARNING:

·This sofa bed has been designed for seating and as an 
alternate sleep product for two(2)average adults.To prevent 
injury and damage to this unit,PROHIBIT jumping on the seat 
and back.
·This product is designed for home use and not intended for 
commercial use.
·WARNING FOR YOUNG CHILDREN-This product contains 
small components,please ensure that they are kept away from 
young children.Children under the age of 5,small infants and 
babies must not sleep on this futon for safty reasons.
·Recommended number of people needed for assembly: 1 
person. (however it is always better to have an extra 
hand)estimated assembly time is 15 minutes.
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Body：

Parts List

QTY 2

A

LEG-1
QTY:2

B

LEG-2
QTY:4

C
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Hardware List

BOLT 1
M10 x 25mm
QTY:8

D

HEX KEY
6mm
QTY:1

F

BOLT 2
M10 x 35mm
QTY:4

E
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As shown below,unfold the cushion(A),and then go to the next 
step.

1
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Open the flaps,find legs(B)and (C),and use bolts(D)(E) and 
hex key(F)to insert them inside the cushion(A),as shown 
below.

2
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Fix leg(B) with bolt (E) by hex key(F),fix leg(C)with bolt(D) by 
hex key(F),shown as below.

3
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FF



Completed! Turn the cushion all over & set it on its legs.
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Convert to sofa:In bed(flat) position,simply lift backrest upward 
with each click sound until you reach the sofa position.

5

Bed position

Sofa position
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Convert to bed:From sofa or split position,lift backrest all the 
way up until the last click is heard ,then unlock the mechanism 
and carefully return to the flat position.

6

Split back position

Bed position
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Welcome to visit our website and purchase our quality products!

this product and giving us valuable feedbacks.

With your inspiring rating, COSTWAY will be more consistent to offer you 

EASY SHOPPING EXPERIENCE, GOOD PRODUCTS and EFFICIENT SERVICE!

US office: Fontana, California
UK office: Ipswich

Reward Points
Exclusive Customer Service

Permanent Shopping Cart
Order History
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